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The Wheezing Wolf
and the Three Little Pigs
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Once upon a time...
there was a famous American director who
wanted to make a new film called “The
return of Mr Wolf and the three little pigs.”
The director flew his nice, big, blue airplane into Ireland to look for a
wolf to be an actor in this new film. The director had decided to go
to Ireland because he had heard so many good things about Irish
wolves. He was looking for a handsome, young wolf to be the main
actor in his film.
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But, no matter how hard he tried, the
director could not find the right wolf for
his film. He did find some out-of-work
foxes, he even found some humans who
dressed up as wolves. But he could not
find a young, good-looking, scary wolf
that would be good enough for the film.
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The director was about to stop looking for an Irish wolf when, one
day, as he was driving his car through Wicklow, he found a little cave
in the mountains. There was a wolf living in the cave. The wolf, known
as Wilbur to his friends, was tall and thin. Wilbur also had a cute little
set of dimples on either side of his long nose. Wilbur was perfect!
Wilbur always wanted to be an actor so he said ‘yes’ when the director
asked him to be the important actor in ‘The return of Mr Wolf and the
three little pigs’.
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Wilbur showed the director that he
was good at acting before he got
the job. The director was very happy
with Wilbur. The director told Wilbur
to come to the studio, which was the
big building where the film would
be made. When Wilbur arrived at the
studio, everyone liked Wilbur.
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On the morning that the director
started to make the film, he fell into
his director’s chair and puffed on his
cigar. “Action, take one” he shouted
as the film camera started recording
the first scene. In this scene, Wilbur
was to huff and puff and blow the
little pigs straw house down.

But when Wilbur went to draw
a deep breath to huff and puff,
he just ended up sneezing and
wheezing instead. “Stop!”
yelled the angry film director,
“What’s the problem Wilbur,
are you nervous?”
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“No,” explained Wilbur in a low voice, “it’s my asthma, that’s all.
It sometimes affects me when the weather is cold or when there
is a lot of pollen from the flowers or grass. My asthma is also bad
when people are smoking!!! Give me a moment and I will be back
to my huffin’, puffin’ best.”
“Asthma?” screamed the director through his large megaphone,
“Am I an idiot? How is a coughing, wheezing, wannabe wolf meant
to blow down the pigs’ houses of straw, sticks and bricks?”
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The director continued to talk,
“We all know what should
happen in the film. The wolf
blows down the house of
straw. Then he blows down
the house of sticks. Then he
tries to blow down the house
of bricks with strong wolfbreaths. I am thinking about
this really good Hollywood
ending, now it’s messed up,
all messed up.”

Wilbur got very angry but after
calming down, he began to
explain a little bit about asthma
to the director. “Asthma is far
more common than you might
think. There are thousands of
Irish boys, girls, animals and
even adults who are living
with asthma every day,” he said.
Wilbur said, “Some very famous
people, even top sports stars,
also have asthma”. Smiling
towards the director, Wilbur
said “I hope to be the next
big Irish film star”.
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“You can easily deal with asthma if you listen to what your parents,
asthma nurses and doctors tell you,” he said. “There are lots of
things that can be done today to make looking after your
asthma easy-peasey.”
“Wolves and children should not be embarrassed about having
asthma or feel they cannot live a normal life,” Wilbur said. “They just
need to take their medicine; be careful when it is cold or when they
are exercising; or when they are arounds plants, grass and flowers.
Wolves and children should also try and stay away from smoke.
Of course, the things that cause asthma can be different in
different children.” said Wilbur.
“Just give me a little time to take my
special asthma medicine and I am sure
I will get my huff and puff back. Then I
will be ready to blow down a hundred
houses which are made of straw, stick,
stone or brick,” said Wilbur with a
toothy smile.
After a little break, Wilbur was ready to
try and blow down the house again.
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“Take two,” said the director. Wilbur blew an
amazing breath of air, that not only knocked
down the house of straw, it also knocked
the director out of his chair and sent him
flying across the room and split the back of
his trousers. Mr Wolf and the three little pigs
started laughing.
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“Hmmm,” said the director cleaning himself off as he stood up.
“That was perfect. I never really knew anything about people who
have asthma before. Maybe I can make a big film on the adventures
of the wolf with asthma. Imagine, we can be more famous. We can
win big awards.”
But that would happen after this film was finished. Wilbur, the film
star had houses to blow down.
“Take three, ACTION,” shouted the director!!

The End
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Information for parents
(Content is extracted from The Asthma Society of Ireland’s booklet ‘Asthma in babies and young children’)
There is no doubt now that asthma is on the increase. Ireland has one of the highest rates of asthma in
Europe and the fourth highest rate in the world. A recent study shows that as many as 470,000 people in
Ireland have asthma. At least 20% of all Irish children have asthma.
It can be quite a shock to find out that your child has asthma. The good news is that, for most children
with asthma, the symptoms can often be controlled with medicines. The information that follows will help
you to understand asthma better and get information about the best treatment for your child.
Asthma – what is it?
Asthma is a condition that affects the airways the small tubes that carry the air in and out of
the lungs.
Asthma – what causes it?
We don’t know the exact cause of asthma
but we do know that the tendency to develop
allergies, including asthma, often runs in families.
The chances of a child developing asthma is
higher if both parents have it. Children with
asthma have airways that are extra sensitive
to substances (or ‘triggers’) which irritate them.
If your child is diagnosed with asthma avoid
known triggers. Common triggers include colds
or flu, cigarette smoke, and allergic responses to
pollen, furry or feathery animals, or house dust
mites. Exercise and excitement can trigger
asthma in some children but it is very important
for children with asthma to have fun and enjoy
exercise. With proper asthma management,
exercise should not be a problem. Everybody’s
asthma is different and your child may have
several triggers. The good news is that your
child’s asthma can be managed by avoiding
known triggers and through different types
of treatments. For more information on
triggers please see ‘Asthma in Babies and
Young Children’ or visit www.asthmasociety.ie.
What happens to their airways?
When the airways come into contact with an

asthma trigger, the muscle around the walls of
the airways tightens so that the airways become
narrower. The lining of the airways swell and
produce a sticky mucus. That is why your child
will find breathing difficult and you might hear
a wheezing noise.
What are the symptoms of asthma?
The typical symptoms of asthma in young
children are:
• Coughing, particularly at night and
after exercise.
• Wheezing or a whistling noise in the chest.
• Getting short of breath - perhaps your child is
not running around as much as usual, or needs
to be carried more.

Treatments
What treatments are available?
It is important to get control of your child’s
asthma as soon as it is diagnosed. This will help
prevent symptoms and will help your child lead
a full and active life.
In most cases regular asthma treatment is done in
a step-like way. The first step in treatment will be
to use a ‘reliever’ medicine that is used whenever
the child needs it.
Depending on the severity of your child’s asthma,
how well they respond to reliever medicines and
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how often they need to use them, the next step of
treatment is to begin regular ‘preventer’ medicine.
The main types of asthma medicines are relievers
and preventers and they work in different ways.
• Relievers - help to relieve breathing difficulties
when they happen.
• Preventers - help protect the airways and reduce
the chance of getting asthma symptoms.
Relievers
Relievers are medicines that children can take
immediately when asthma appears. They quickly
relax the muscles surrounding the narrowed
airways. Relievers are also called bronchodilators.
This allows the airways to open wider making it
easier to breathe again. However, relievers do
not reduce the swelling in the airways.
• Relievers are essential in treating asthma attacks.
• If taken before exercise they can reduce the
chances of your child getting wheezy.
• Relievers usually come in blue inhalers.
• Salbutamol and terbutaline are two examples
of relievers.
• Ipratropium bromide is a different type of
reliever medicine. It is most commonly used
in children under one.
Relievers are an effective medicine and have few
side effects. They can make your child excitable
and increase the heart rate, but this is usually when
relievers are given in high doses or as a syrup. The
side effects generally wear off after a while.
Preventers
They may be recommended if your child needs to
use a reliever more than once a day on a regular
basis. Preventers help calm down the swelling in
the airways and stop them from being so sensitive.
This means that they are less likely to react badly
when they come across an asthma trigger.
• They reduce the risk of severe attacks.
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• Their protective effect builds up over a period of
time so they need to be taken every day, usually
morning and evening, even if your child is feeling
well. When your child first starts using them it
may take up to 14 days before you notice any
improvement in asthma symptoms and several
months before they reach their optimum effect.
The first choice of preventer is an inhaled steroid.
There are several kinds of inhaled steroids but
they all work in the same way; beclomethasone,
budesonide and fluticasone are all examples.
For children over four another option is a
combination inhaler that combines an inhaled
steroid with a long-acting bronchodilator. If an
inhaled steroid alone does not control symptoms,
an alternative preventer is a leukotriene receptor
antagonist or ‘LTRA’. An LTRA can be used as an
alternative to inhaled steroids or when inhaled
steroids cannot be used. LTRA medicines block
the action of naturally occurring chemicals in
the lungs called leukotrienes, which are known to
cause narrowing of the airways and inflammation
in the lungs which can lead to asthma symptoms.
These medicines are available as tablets, chewable
tablets (in some cases flavoured), and as granules
which may be given with food for children as young
as six months. This ensures that the child gets all of
the medication in a way that is easy to take.
When are steroid tablets used in asthma?
A short course of steroid tablets (usually 3-5 days)
is sometimes needed to treat an asthma attack.
They are very effective at bringing severe asthma
symptoms under control quickly.
Your child should not experience any side effects
from an occasional treatment with steroid tablets.
Steroid tablets can lower the body’s resistance
to chickenpox. If your child has had a course
of steroid tablets in the last month and is in
contact with chickenpox, go and see your doctor.
Talk to your doctor or practice nurse about any
concerns you have about the side effects of your
asthma treatment.
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Can complementary medicine help?
Some people find that complementary therapies
seem to improve their asthma symptoms.
However, there is little scientific evidence that
complementary treatments are effective. If you
want to try any complementary treatments
available, tell your doctor and do not stop giving
your child their prescribed asthma medication.
How does my child take the medicines?
Inhalers
Most asthma medicines are inhaled (breathed in),
usually from an inhaler and this can be an effective
way of taking the medicine. The inhalers may be
used on their own or with other devices such as
spacers and masks. These devices are usually
used in small children to ensure they get their
medicine effectively.
Even in babies, it is better to use these rather
than syrup. The dose of reliever medicine is lower
when given by inhaler compared to the dose in
syrup, because it goes straight to the lungs.
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• Your child gets more medicine into the lungs
than by just using the inhaler on its own.
• They are a convenient and compact alternative
to a nebuliser.
• Spacers work just as well as nebulisers in acute
attacks of asthma.
They help reduce the possibility of side effects
from the higher doses of inhaled steroids by
reducing the amount of medicine that is
swallowed and absorbed into the body.
REMEMBER
Only put one puff of medicine into the spacer
at a time. If you put in more than one puff, the
droplets of spray stick together and coat the
sides of the spacer, so your child actually gets
less medicine.
Nebulisers
A nebuliser is a machine which creates a mist of
medicine which the child breathes in through a
mask or mouthpiece. With so many improved
inhaler devices and spacers around, there is less

There are many different devices available
for both reliever and preventer medicines.
Most children under five will need to use
an aerosol inhaler.
What is a spacer?
A spacer is a large plastic container, usually in
two halves that click together. At one end there
is a mouth-piece and at the other a hole for the
aerosol inhaler to fit in. If your child is under the
age of three, or unable to use a mouth-piece,
you will probably need a face mask as well.
There are several different brands of spacer,
which fit different inhalers. Spacers are very
important because:
• They make aerosol inhalers easier to use and
more effective.

and less need for nebulisers.
However, if your child has very severe asthma or
cannot use a spacer, they may need a nebuliser.
That is because they allow much bigger doses of
medicine to be taken. Your hospital consultant
will prescribe one if it is needed.
Using Inhalers Properly
When using inhalers it is important that your
child uses the right technique to take the correct
amount of medicine to control their asthma.
Nearly half of children do not use their inhalers
correctly when they are not supervised and need
to be shown how to use them properly. Check
with your doctor or nurse regularly that the right
technique is being used and they are taking the
right amount of medication.
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EMERGENCY SITUATION
Asthma attacks can be frightening so it is important to stay calm.
If your child has an asthma attack,
follow the Five Minute Rule which contains the recommended steps to follow.

THE FIVE MINUTE RULE
• Ensure the reliever (blue) inhaler is taken immediately
• Get your child to sit down and loosen tight clothing
• Do not put your arm around them
• Encourage them to breathe slowly and calmly
• Stay calm and reassure your child

If there is no immediate improvement continue to take
the reliever inhaler every minute for five minutes or until symptoms
improve: two puffs if MDI/evohaler or one puff if turbohaler

If symptoms do not improve in five minutes, or if you
are in doubt, call 999 or a doctor urgently
• Continue to give reliever inhaler until help arrives or symptoms improve
• Take your child's treatment details to the hospital or accident and
emergency department
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For further information on asthma please visit :

www.asthmasociety.ie

1850 44 54 64

With special thanks to Brent Pope who offered his time to write this educational story.
With special thanks to Cillian Humphreys (Age 7) and Siofra Humphreys (Age 4) for their drawings.
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Or phone the Asthma Society of Ireland Helpline at

